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BAR SPORTS

Ken Hall Classic 2006
By Tony Bannon

It’s been said that it is easier for a camel to 
enter the US Masters at Augusta than to get 
an invitation to play in the Ken Hall Classic. 
Does this make it golf’s most prestigious 
event? Quite possibly. That doyen of clerks 
and favourite son of the fighting Tenth, 
Ken Hall (and early mentor to one Bruce 
Crampton at Royal Beverly Hills Golf Club!), 
would deserve no less. Selection criteria 
are shrouded in deep mystery, although 
golfing talent would not appear to figure 
prominently. Indeed, camels would more 
than hold their own. Equally intriguing is 
the paucity of publicity which the event 
has attracted. In fact, the only previous Bar 
News article on the event coincided with 
the victory several years ago of Wheelahan 
QC and partner. The tiny font in which the 
partner’s name was printed in Wheelahan’s 
article was just discernible as Mason P. 

Readers may thus be surprised to be told 
that the 19th Ken Hall Classic was held 
on a glorious 21 December 2006 day at 
Monash Golf Club. Deserved winners of 
the 2006 Classic were Bergin J and Peter 
Wood. No surprises there with Paddy who, 
as the individual trophy winner in 2005, had 
form on the board. Wood had none, being 
the winner of the 2005 Bradman trophy 
(for the uninitiated that’s dead last). The 
miracle of Monash? Maybe but in a tight 
finish, the eventual champions held their 
nerve, eclipsing on a countback the runners 
up, Bannon and Sullivan SCC (an electric 
combination), who folded like a cheap suit 
on the 18th (or as Sullivan would have it, 
Bannon did and Sullivan had had enough 
of carrying the team single-handedly for 17 
holes). Completing their haul Paddy secured 
back to back individual trophies and Wood 
the long drive award. Honourable mentions 
also go to winner of the nearest the pin 
Peter Hastings, winner of the Bradman Greg 
McNally (a former winner!) and winner of 
the Panache Award Richard Cheney for 
a putting performance so atrocious as to 
coax an audible sigh from his long suffering 
partner, one Keith Mason. 

Watching this space for future reports may 
not be rewarding.  

Peter Wood and Justice Bergin


